Fill the gaps using the words below.

to learn >>>
to come >>>
to arrive >>>
to have >>>
to drink >>>
to sing >>>
to look for >>>
to go >>>
to begin >>>
to understand >>>
to like >>>
to dance >>>
to have to / must >>>
to give >>>
to write >>>
to see >>>
to hear >>>
to go home >>>
to be >>>
to make / to do >>>
to close >>>
to buy >>>
to finish >>>
to listen (to) >>>
to live >>>
to read >>>
to play >>>
to eat >>>
to speak >>>
to swim >>>
to open >>>
to leave >>>
to be able to / can >>>
to take >>>
to draw >>>
to look (at) / to watch >>>
to know >>>
to work >>>
to go out >>>
to find >>>
to want >>>
to stay / to remain >>>

prendre  pouvoir  aller  acheter  travailler  finir  boire  dessiner  jouer
partir  entendre  commencer  aimer  comprendre  habiter  arriver  ouvrir
vouloir  manger  rentrer  faire  apprendre  rester  venir  être  chanter
chercher  nager  fermer  danser  parler  avoir  regarder  savoir  trouver
lire  voir  donner  devoir  écouter  sortir  écrire